Fine Art Book

The Fine Art Book is a cost-effective solution for fine art photography. With options
such as the luxury linen cover and image panel covers.
The printing is on Mohawk fine art paper.

Prices:
8×8” with 10 spreads A4 with 10 spreads 12x12” with 10 spreads 14x10” with 10 spreads -

£58.00
£60.00
£100.00
£100.00

8×8” with 20 spreads A4 with 20 spreads 12x12” with 20 spreads 14x10” with 20 spreads -

£85.00
£95.00
£150.00
£150.00

Additionals:
Printing on cover Image panel cover -

£15.00
£10.00

Extra pages -

£4.00 for 8x8” & A4 size / £6.50 for 12x12” & 14x10” size

Photo Book

This is a sleek, affordable photo book option with satin pages and a soft cover.

Prices:
6x6” with 20 spreads A5 with 20 spreads 8x8” with 20 spreads A4 with 20 spreads -

£40.00
£50.00
£55.00
£65.00

Extra pages -

£2.00 for a spread

Baby Book and Box

The cover, the outside and the inside of the box can be fully coordinated through
the wide range of colours, custom images or patterns. Photographic printing on
Lustre (matte) paper with a ‘touch’ cover and box in a range of colours.

Prices:
20x20cm book with 10 spreads and box - £120.00
25x25cm book with 10 spreads and box - £165.00
20x30cm book with 10 spreads and box - £165.00
Additionals:
UV Printing on box or book Raised Foil on box or book -

£15 for each place
£20 for each place

Extra Pages (max 20 spreads) -

£10 for a spread

Matted Album

Made of refined Tintoretto paper that enhances the classic character of this product,
which features the traditional mounts in a contemporary way.

Prices:
20x20cm or 20x30cm with 10 spreads 20x20cm or 20x30cm with 20 spreads 25x25cm or 25x35cm with 10 spreads 30x40cm Book with 10 spreads Additionals:
Cover options

£340.00
£400.00
£450.00
£580.00

(dust jacket or hard cover including in price
above)

from £40 for Metal, Leatherette, Suede
from £45 for Leather,
from £75 for Sequoia/Nappa Leather, Wood

Extra Pages:

£20.00 for a spread

Story Book

This beautiful book is a hand stitched amalfi paper storybook with sequoia leather
and soft art paper with your engraving on the cover.

Prices:
Portrait Orientation:
20x30” Book with 10 spreads 20x30” Book with 18 spreads -

Leatherette:
£270
£348

Leather:
£320
£396

Landscape Orientation:
20x30” Book with 10 spreads 20x30” Book with 18 spreads -

£320
£415

£385
£480

The Favola

Named after the Italian word for “fable”, the favola has been designed to give a
vintage feel. The luxury Italian leather wrap protects the album, which is
hand-bound and hand-made with cotton amalfi paper.

Prices:
Japanese binding:
15x13” album and cover with 10 pages:

£200.00

Japanese binding:
15x13” album and cover with 10 pages:

£385.00

Additionals:
Extra pages:
Debossing on cover:
Laser engraving on cover:
Gold/silver embossing on cover:

£5.00 each
£16.00
£16.00
£25.00

The Wedding Book

The wedding book has the choice of formats, papers, covers, coordinated accessories
and prices is amazingly wide: the perfect option to produce your own, unique, book
and to perfectly satisfy all your needs.

Prices:
20x30” Book with 20 spreads 20x30” Book with 30 spreads -

£200
£250

Additionals:
Two 15x20” Parents copies from:
£120
Luxury covers (hard-back included) from: £60
A suitcase or studio box from:
£50

